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I

Aim: To study optic disc topographic parameters in normal cynomolgus monkeys by Heidelberg retina
tomograph (HRT).
Methods: 12 optic disc topographic parameters were investigated in 36 normal eyes in 18 male monkeys.
Mean (SD) and interocular differences were obtained for each parameter from three independent
measurements made during a 1 week period. Correlations among the topographic parameters were
analysed, too.
Results: No significant differences between right and left eyes were detected for any topographic
parameters. Disc area, rim area, and height variation contour showed smaller right-left differences than
other parameters. The coefficients of variation for rim area, height variation contour, rim volume, mean
cup depth, maximum cup depth, mean retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness, and RNFL cross section
area were less than 10% (for rim area, less than 5%). Rim area and height variation contour showed
relatively weak interrelations and neither showed a correlation with disc area.
Conclusion: For evaluating time related changes in the optic disc by HRT in monkeys, rim area and height
variation contour might be useful parameters because coefficients of variation and right-left differences
were lower than for other parameters and because these parameters showed weak interrelations and no
correlation with disc area.

n cynomolgus and rhesus monkeys, the optic nerve head
(ONH) resembles the human ONH in appearance and the
pathophysiological changes that occur in experimental
glaucoma resemble those in patients with glaucoma.1–4
Hence, the monkey eye is a useful model for the study of
glaucoma. Half the 30 or so reports on ONH morphology in
monkeys have noted ONH changes in experimental glaucoma
in cynomolgus or rhesus monkeys. Many ONH studies in
glaucomatous monkeys have employed in traditional methodologies, such as fundus photography and histological
analysis, and have revealed enlargement of the optic disc
cup, localised retinal nerve fibre defects, and selective loss of
ganglion cells with thinning of the nerve fibre layer in
experimental glaucoma eyes.1–9 On the other hand, Jonas and
colleagues10 used fundus photographs to evaluate the normal
optic disc as a prerequisite for a proper understanding of
experimentally induced optic nerve changes such as those
associated with glaucomatous damage in rhesus monkeys.
However, these methods do not provide a full quantitative
evaluation because optic disc parameters obtained from
fundus photographs are usually expressed in relative terms
and, moreover, histological comparisons may be affected by
tissue shrinkage.1–10 In the clinical assessment of the optic
disc from fundus photographs it is difficult to be objective;
indeed, results vary particularly between different observers,
even if they have adequate experience.11 Furthermore, two
dimensional analysis from fundus photographs may be
unable to detect subtle changes in the progression of
glaucoma, because glaucomatous changes in the optic disc
are three dimensional.
By contrast, confocal scanning laser tomography allows us
to obtain three dimensional images of the human optic
disc.12 13 This device has been used to make quantitative,
objective measurements of ONH structures in humans with
reasonable reproducibility and potential advantages over
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other techniques.12–17 Recently, this method has been used
to study ONH structure in monkeys.18–22 The monkey ONH
was studied using a computerised digital image analyser,
rather than confocal scanning laser tomography.23–26 HRT
(Heidelberg retina tomograph, Heidelberg Engineering),
which operates on tomographic principles, is the most widely
used optic nerve imaging tool in glaucoma clinics.12 14–17 Yücel
and colleagues21 reported quantitative differences in the optic
disc topographic parameters measured using HRT between
the control fellow and experimental glaucoma eyes in
cynomolgus monkeys. However, for a proper study of ONH
changes in cynomolgus monkeys using HRT it is necessary to
know the reproducibility of the measurements and also the
variation in HRT parameters between individual normal
monkeys. Further, the information about interocular differences (right-left differences) in normal monkeys is essential
to use the fellow eye as a control for the experimental
glaucoma eye. To our knowledge, however, appropriate data
have yet to be published. We examined (a) the reproducibility
of HRT measurements in a total of 36 eyes in 18 normal
monkeys, (b) the interindividual variability and the right-left
differences in each parameter, and (c) correlations among
HRT parameters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Eighteen normal male cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) aged between 4.0 years and 5.5 years, weighing 4.0–
Abbreviations: CA, cup area; C/D, cup/disc area ratio; CSM, cup
shape measure; CV, cup volume; DA, disc area; HRT, Heidelberg retina
tomograph; HVC, height variation contour; IOP, intraocular pressure;
MnCD, mean cup depth; MnRNFLT, mean RNFL thickness; MxCD,
maximum cup depth; ONH, optic nerve head; RA, rim area; RCSA,
RNFL cross section area; RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer; RV, rim volume
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Experimental protocol
Intraocular pressure (IOP) was measured using a calibrated
pneumatonometer under ketamine anaesthesia (8.75–10 mg/kg,
intramuscular: im), with local anaesthesia before any optic
disc topographic images were taken. Optic disc topographic
parameters were analysed using HRT (Heidelberg
Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) under ketamine (8.75–
10 mg/kg, im) plus xylazine (0.5 mg/kg, im) anaesthesia.
Before topographic image acquisition, the refractive index
and corneal curvature radius were measured in each eye,
then entered into the patient data submenu for the
examined eye to allow correction of magnification effects
on the images. The SD, which indicates the precision of the
measurement process, was always less than 30 mm. The
disc contour line was determined by an experienced
operator while viewing fundus photographs. The following
12 optic disc topographic parameters were investigated: disc
area (DA), cup area (CA), cup/disc area ratio (C/D), rim
area (RA), height variation contour (HVC), cup volume
(CV), rim volume (RV), mean cup depth (MnCD),
maximum cup depth (MxCD), cup shape measure (CSM),
mean retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness
(MnRNFLT), and RNFL cross section area (RCSA). The
position of the reference plane was 50 mm posterior to the
mean retinal height between 350 degrees and 356 degrees
(temporal) along the operator drawn contour line delineating the optic disc margin. Topographic parameters were
obtained three times over a 1 week period as independent
measurements. The disc contour line was defined during
the first measurement and this definition was transported
to the topographic images obtained during the second and
three measurements. Right-left differences in topographic
parameters were calculated for each animal as the absolute
difference between two eyes as previously described.27
Measurements of HRT parameters and data analysis were
each performed by an operator who was masked as to the
purpose of this study.
Statistical analysis
Correlations analyses were assessed using Pearson’s correlation test. A Student’s t test was used to compare topographic
parameters between the right and left eyes.

RESULTS
The fundus photographs showed no obvious retinal lesions,
nerve fibre layer defects, or abnormalities of either the
ONH or vascular structures in any of the eyes examined
(fig 1A). Topographic images of the optic disc were obtained
using HRT (figs 1B and 1C). The IOP values (mean (SD)
n = 18) obtained for the right and left eyes were 20.7 (3.8)
mm Hg and 20.0 (3.2) mm Hg, respectively. No statistically
Table 1 Refraction in normal cynomolgus monkey eyes

Refraction (dioptres)

Right eye

Left eye

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

1.01 (1.52)

1.27 (1.45)

No significant difference between right and left eyes.
Each value represents mean (SD) for 18 eyes.

significant correlations were observed between any topographic parameters and IOP (data not shown). The mean data
of refraction in right and left eyes are shown in table 1. There
was no significant difference between right and left eyes.
The mean (SD) values and right-left differences for each
topographic parameter are shown in table 2. No statistically
significant differences between the two eyes were found in all
topographic parameters. Right-left differences were relatively
large (.40% of mean value for right eye) for CA, C/D, and CV
but relatively small (about 10% or ,10% of mean for right
eye) for DA, RA, and HVC. On the basis of data (mean (SD),
and sample size) in table 2, we calculated the statistical
power for detecting a 20% right-left difference in each
parameter using a Student’s t test. Statistical power was more
than 80% for RA, HVC, MnRNFLT, and RCSA. Thus, under
our experimental conditions, a statistically significant difference would be detected in several parameters with a fair
degree of certainty if the difference between right and left
eyes was about 20%.
Seven topographic parameters (RA, HVC, RV, MnCD,
MxCD, MnRNFLT, and RCSA) had coefficient of variation
less than 10% for both eyes, with the smallest coefficient of
variation (,5%) in each eye being shown by RA (table 3). For
CA, C/D, CV, and CSM, the coefficient of variation was more
than 10% in each eye, with that for CV being the highest (30–
40%).
Finally, correlations among HRT parameters were examined (on the basis of the mean of three independent
measurements from each eye) using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (table 4). CA, C/D, CV, RV, and MnCD displayed
relatively strong interrelations (correlation coefficient more
than 0.7), with significance being demonstrated for each eye,
while DA, RA, HVC, and CSM exhibited relatively weak
interrelations.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we measured optic disc topographic parameters
in normal monkey eyes by means of HRT. The mean values
obtained for each HRT parameter in the right and left eyes are
comparable to those obtained for control fellow eyes in the
previous study of experimental glaucoma in cynomolgus
monkeys.21 Moreover, the coefficient of variation for parameters related to the optic disc cup (namely, CA, C/D, CV, and
CSM) exceeded 10%, which is compatible with findings
reported by others for humans.28 By contrast, RA, HVC, RV,
MnCD, MxCD, MnRNFLT, and RCSA each had coefficient of
variation less than 10% for both eyes than those relating to
the optic disc cup, suggesting that the values obtained for
these parameters may be more reliable in monkeys. The
coefficient of variation for RA was particularly low in this
study and, interestingly, Tan and colleagues28 noted that RA
was the most reproducible parameter in humans. Previous
reports have indicated that RA correlates well with the visual
field and the degree of glaucomatous optic disc damage in
humans.15–17 These findings suggest that RA should be suited
for the evaluation of glaucomatous changes using HRT in
monkey eyes as well as in humans.
There are two ways to define the disc contour line for
evaluating time related changes in HRT parameters. One is to
transport the contour line obtained for the base HRT image to
subsequent images, the other is to redefine the contour line
for each image. Roff et al compared the data variability
between these two methods.29 Their results indicated that the
use of transport led to a lower data variability than
redefinition. When investigating the coefficient of variation,
it is desirable to limit data variability, and so in this study we
used the transport method to define the disc contour line.
Although previous reports have investigated right-left
differences in HRT parameters in healthy human subjects,30 31
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5.0 kg were used. None of the eyes had been used in any
other experiment, undergone any surgical procedure, or
received any medical treatment. Monkeys were housed in
an air conditioned room (24˚C (SD 2˚C), 60% (10%)
humidity) and allowed food and water ad libitum. All
investigations were in accordance with the ARVO statement
for the use of animals in ophthalmic and vision research.
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there have been no such reports in normal monkeys (table 5).
RV and MnRNFLT were significantly lower in the left eye.31
MnRNFLT and RCSA were significantly lower in the right
eye.30 Although the reason for the discrepancy between these
two reports is unclear, the age, sex ratio, and sample size
were different between the two studies. By contrast, we
observed no significant differences in HRT parameters
between right and left eyes in monkeys that were all of one
sex (male) and from a narrow age range, although the
sample size was much smaller than in the previous reports on
humans.30 31 The values we obtained when we expressed
right-left differences as a percentage of the mean value
obtained for the right eye (R-L difference ratio) were lower
(less than 20%) for RA, HVC, RV, MnCD, MxCD, CSM,
MnRNFLT, and RCSA than for the other parameters.

Therefore, when evaluating longitudinal changes in HRT
parameters in experimental glaucoma eyes (using nontreated fellow eyes as controls), these parameters, especially
RA and HVC (each of which had an R-L difference ratio of
about 10%), may be suitable parameters. By contrast, for CA,
C/D, and CV, R-L difference ratios were greater than 40%,
suggesting that these parameters are not suitable for this
purpose.
Here, correlations among HRT parameters were investigated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, as described
elsewhere.32 33 CA, C/D, CV, and MnCD showed stronger
interrelations than the other parameters, a result compatible
with previous findings in normal humans.32 This supports the
optic disc structure of the monkey being comparable to that
of humans. HRT parameters are determined following the

Table 2 Optic disc topographic parameters in normal cynomolgus monkey eyes
Right eye

Left eye

Right-left difference

Parameters

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

As % of mean value for right
eye

Disc area (mm2)
Cup area (mm2)
Cup/disc area ratio
Rim area (mm2)
Height variation contour (mm)
Cup volume (mm3)
Rim volume (mm3)
Mean cup depth (mm)
Maximum cup depth (mm)
Cup shape measure
Mean RNFL thickness (mm)
RNFL cross section area (mm2)

1.62
0.30
0.17
1.32
0.40
0.03
0.33
0.13
0.35
20.17
0.23
1.04

0.24
0.29
0.15
0.25
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.12
0.06
0.04
0.21

1.62
0.31
0.18
1.31
0.39
0.03
0.31
0.12
0.34
20.16
0.22
0.97

0.24
0.24
0.12
0.13
0.05
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.11
0.06
0.04
0.17

0.08
0.14
0.08
0.15
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.17

0.06
0.18
0.09
0.19
0.03
0.03
0.07
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.19

4.9
46.7
47.1
11.4
10.0
66.7
18.2
15.4
14.3
217.6
17.4
16.3

No significant differences between right and left eyes.
Each value represents mean (SD) for 18 eyes. RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer.
Right-left difference was calculated using the absolute difference between right and left eyes for each animal.
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Figure 1 Representative fundus
photograph and mean topographic
images of optic disc obtained from HRT
in normal cynomolgus monkey eye.
(A) Fundus photograph; (B) mean
topographic images; (C) analysis results
for topographic parameters.
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Reproducibility of the optic topographic parameters measured using HRT

Table 3

2

Cup area (mm )
Cup/disc area ratio
Rim area (mm2)
Height variation contour (mm)
Cup volume (mm3)
Rim volume (mm3)
Mean cup depth (mm)
Maximum cup depth (mm)
Cup shape measure
Mean RNFL thickness (mm)
RNFL cross section area (mm2)

Right

SD

Left

SD

23.3
23.4
3.4
7.0
30.7
8.3
7.0
6.0
12.6
7.1
7.1

24.8
24.9
3.4
4.1
28.7
4.7
4.1
4.0
6.3
5.3
5.3

24.2
24.1
3.1
7.1
40.9
8.0
8.1
5.8
13.1
7.2
7.1

28.2
28.0
2.3
3.8
47.3
4.8
7.1
5.8
11.1
4.2
4.2

Coefficient of variation was obtained from measurement at three times over a 1 week period.
Disc area was defined in the first measurement, and transported to the second and third topographic images.
No significant differences between right and left eyes.
Each value represents mean (SD) for 18 eyes. RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer

Table 4 Correlations among HRT parameters

DA
CA
C/D
RA
HVC
CV
RV
MnCD
MxCD
CSM
MnRNFLT

right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left

CA

C/D

RA

HVC

CV

RV

MnCD

MxCD

CSM

MnRNFLT

RCSA

0.57*
0.86**

0.50*
0.81**
0.99**
0.99**

0.31
0.24
20.61**
20.28
20.66**
20.36

0.32
0.16
20.13
0.16
20.19
0.17
0.46
,20.01

0.48*
0.78**
0.94**
0.90**
0.92**
0.87**
20.62**
20.24
20.07
0.02

0.01
20.23
20.70**
20.59**
20.74**
20.61**
0.81**
0.69**
0.54*
0.22
20.63**
20.47*

0.60**
0.56*
0.87**
0.72**
0.89**
0.77**
20.43
20.32
0.01
0.24
0.79**
0.79**
20.55*
20.25

0.43
0.42
0.74**
0.53*
0.77**
0.58*
20.43
20.21
20.02
0.15
0.72**
0.71**
20.47*
20.10
0.94**
0.94**

0.64**
0.42
0.65**
0.64**
0.64**
0.67**
20.13
20.43
0.15
0.24
0.48*
0.32
20.44
20.59**
0.56*
0.29
0.27
20.04

20.10
20.30
20.73**
20.48*
20.74**
20.47
0.74**
0.36
0.52*
0.36
20.74**
20.35
0.89**
0.77**
20.47*
0.06
20.37
0.18
20.45
20.45

0.26
0.08
20.53*
20.17
20.56*
20.17
0.86**
0.48*
0.59**
0.42
20.57*
20.07
0.87**
0.72**
20.26
0.27
20.23
0.35
20.19
20.30
0.93**
0.93**

Values are shown as the Pearson correlation coefficient for 18 animals. *p,0.05, **p,0.01 (Pearson’s correlation test).
DA, disc area; CA, cup area; C/D, cup/disc area ratio; RA, rim area; HVC, height variation contour; CV, cup volume; RV, rim volume; MnCD, mean cup depth;
MxCD, maximum cup depth; CSM, cup shape measure; MnRNFLT, mean RNFL thickness; RCSA, RNFL cross section area; RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer.

Table 5

HRT parameters in normal human eyes of human in published studies

2

Disc area (mm )
Cup area (mm2)
Cup/disc area ratio
Rim area (mm2)
Cup volume (mm3)
Rim volume (mm3)
Maximum cup depth (mm)
Cup shape measure
Mean RNFL thickness (mm)
RNFL cross section area (mm2)

Herman et al 31

Ghergel et al 30

154 (female), 728 (male)

80 (female), 77 (male)

Age range 35–70 years

Age range 14–77 years

Right

Right

1.83
0.44
0.22
1.39
NA
0.38
NA
NA
0.26
NA

Left
(0.39)
(0.32)
(0.13)
(0.27)
(0.13)

(0.07)

1.81
0.44
0.22
1.37
NA
0.36
NA
NA
0.25
NA

(0.39)
(0.32)
(0.13)
(0.27)
(0.12)

(0.07)

1.92
0.49
0.24
1.43
0.12
0.37
0.66
20.23
0.25
1.20

Left
(0.38)
(0.26)
(0.10)
(0.28)
(0.10)
(0.12)
(0.18)
(0.07)
(0.06)
(0.32)

1.90
0.47
0.23
1.42
0.11
0.40
0.69
20.24
0.27
1.33

(0.37)
(0.28)
(0.11)
(0.25)
(0.11)
(0.13)
(0.18)
(0.07)
(0.06)
(0.32)

Each value represents mean (SD). RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer.
NA, not available.
Data in table are derived from previous reports by Herman et al 31 and Ghergel et al 30 (see column headings).
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drawing of contour lines to define DA. This procedure is to
some extent observer dependent. Therefore, it is important to
know which parameters are influenced by DA. In our study,
DA correlated with CA, C/D, CV and MnCD (in both eyes),
and CSM (in the right eye only). Further, for most of these
parameters both the coefficient of variation and R-L
difference ratio were relatively high. By contrast, RA, HVC,
RV, MxCD, MnRNFLT, and RCSA seemed to be unaffected by
DA in either eye. For these parameters, both the coefficient of
variation (less than 10%) and the R-L difference ratio (less
than 20%) were relatively low. These findings suggest that
these parameters, especially RA and HVC may be more
suitable than the other parameters for evaluating optic disc
changes.
When evaluating HRT parameters in another non-human
primate (for example, rhesus monkey) under our experimental conditions, our results (in particular, coefficient of
variation) may be useful. However, as previous reports have
indicated that the optic structures measured by HRT display
racial differences,34 35 it is possible that the monkey optic disc
structure also differs among the various kinds of monkeys.
In conclusion, we examined optic disc topographic parameters in normal eyes in male cynomolgus monkeys of
similar ages. RA and HVC showed relatively low coefficient of
variation values (less than 10%), low R-L difference ratios
(about 10%), no correlation with DA in either eye, and
relatively weak interrelations. These basic results may be
useful when HRT is used in monkeys to evaluate optic disc
changes in experimentally induced optic disc damage and
also to evaluate the efficacy of potential treatments.
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